


‘Fatale’ is a collaborative platform showcasing mostly photographic work
of young and emerging women artists. Our aim is to promote women
from the industry with the emphasis on inclusivity and equality. There is
a lack of representation of young emerging women artists in the creative
sector and we believe that there is a demand for a space where female
photographers can feel supported by a women-only led organisation.

In this context Fatale is designed in the form of a zine, which will 
culminate in the production of a print publication. Our ethos is to create a 
collective environment that acts as an online space allowing artists to 
share their creative work, take part in artist talks as well as workshops.





★ We will start by building an Instagram profile and following. We feel 
that this will be the best way to reach out to our target audience. 

★ Once we have started growing in both a following and number of 
submissions, we will begin posting new emerging women artists to 
our Instagram page. We will also post the artists to our website. 

★ Our website will be an online platform to showcase these artists. 
Each artist will have their own page on the website, along with a 
gallery of some of their work and a description of their practice. 



★ Along with our social media and online platforms, we are going to 
get Fatale in print. The zine will take a similar form to our instagram 
page. We are looking to showcase artists and their work across a 
short series of pages per artist. 

★ We will also have a feature artist per issue that will be showcased 
through a fold out poster in the zine. The fold out poster will on 
one side feature one photo of the artist's work in poster form, and 
then the other side (back side) of the poster will be broken up into 
8 sections (sectioned through folds). 



- Meet on facetime (Wednesday)
- Write out ideas, brainstorm concepts, ethos and design
- Decide on an ethos and what audience that will reach out to/ target?
- Discuss whether this is something solely online, solely printed, or

both?
- Write a manifesto that rounds up our idea, what we intend to do and

what we hope to achieve from this. (Saturday)
- Over the weekend separately think about possible names and design

ideas/ colour palette etc. We can then meet on Monday over facetime
and are able to see where we’re both at and discuss our individual ideas
to then build something together.



- Think of a name for the zine! (Monday)
- Build mood boards together to visualise both our design ideas and

come up with a visual identity for the zine that we both like and have
collaborated on. Make sure it will work for both online platforms and print
as we are doing both. (Monday)

- Do research into zine Instagram pages and the Instagram algorithm.
Also, research into zine online platforms to see what sort of content they
post and look for some inspiration. (Tuesday)

- Decide on the final design idea (in terms of colour palette and typeface
etc.)

- Create an email address for Fatale (Thursday)
- Create an Instagram for Fatale (Thursday)
- Start designing the Open Call poster (Friday)
- Star designing logo (Saturday)
- Finalise both the logo and Open Call poster and write a brief overview

of Fatale for caption. (Sunday)



- Post Open Call poster onto our Instagram with the caption (Tuesday)
- Write out an email with all the information of Fatale and information about

what we are looking for in regard to submissions, and send this out to tutors,
our friends, other collectives/ organisations reaching out to an audience of
women, or an audience of young emerging artists, and also all the Instagram
pages of each UAL college to share to their pages. (Tuesday)

- Once we have 5 submissions, begin to design their name graphic to be
posted alongside their work.

- Create a ‘Later’ account so that we can plan and schedule our posts.
(Wednesday)

- Post Aneta Pruszynska’s work (Thursday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name
graphic) (post throughout the evening)

- Post Izzy Leonard’s work (Saturday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name
graphic) (post throughout the evening)

- Keep sharing amongst friends and our personal accounts to begin to build
a following.



- Now we have two posts up already and a small following, look on
Instagram Insights and see what time our Instagram followers are most
active. Plan which days and which times to post based on this. (Monday)

- Create a one drive for all of our submissions to be uploaded to. (Monday)
- Post Beatriz Moura’s work (Monday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name

graphic) (post throughout the evening)
- Aneta to start planning the printed zine (reaching out to printers,

researching into what sort of paper and where to find it)
- Izzy to start designing the website to be ready to go live on Sunday
- Post Fran Hayes’s work (Tuesday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name

graphic) (post throughout the evening)
- Post Zeenia Munchow’s work (Friday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name

graphic) (post throughout the evening)
- Post Elsie Garner’s work (Sunday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name

graphic) (post throughout the evening)
- WEBSITE LIVE! (Sunday)



- Plan for the PPO presentation of Fatale (Monday)
- PRESENTATION (Tuesday)
- Post Lauren Hillsdon’s work (Tuesday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name graphic) 

(post throughout the evening)
- Post Hazel Tomlinson’s work (Friday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name graphic) (post 

throughout the evening)
- Start designing the layout of the zine on InDesign
- Finalise the feature artist poster design to go alongside the zine.
- Contact the printers and paper company about when and costs for printing 

(Wednesday)
- Up until Wednesday (final day for submissions) keep posting the open call and try 

and contact as many people as possible
- Chase some of the artists that have DM or emailed in to get the work in. 
- Finalise the design and layout, following the Fatale visual identity which is consistent 

across both the social media platform and the online platform. 
- Post Amelia Brewerton’s work (Sunday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name graphic) 

(post throughout the evening)
- For each new artist, create and design an artist page for them on the website!



Start placing each artist and their work into the InDesign document
- Choose the feature artist and begin writing out interview questions that relate to her and her

practice. (Tuesday)
- Post Cassia Clarke’s work (Tuesday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name graphic) (post

throughout the evening)
- Introduce our feature artist to our Instagram, building up excitement and engagement on our

stories. (Thursday)
- Ask our Instagram followers what questions they would like us to ask our feature artist in our

facetime interview. (Thursday)
- Post Edie Baker’s work (Friday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name graphic) (post throughout

the evening)
- Gather all the final questions (mixture of questions we have thought of and questions from

our followers) (Saturday)
- Facetime feature artist and ask the questions, record and note down the interview for printed

zine. (Sunday)
- Discuss with her what 7 photos she’d like on the back of the poster along with her interview

on the 8th square from folding. Also discuss which of her photos she’d like as the main photo
(front of poster) (Sunday)

- For each new artist, create and design an artist page for them on the website!



- Continue to design our zine and feature artist poster in InDesign.
- Upload our pdf document and all our designs so far with our intended plan

for the next coming weeks onto moodle.
- UNIT DEADLINE (Tuesday)
- Post ****NAME**** work (Tuesday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name

graphic) (post throughout the evening)
- Post ****NAME**** work (Friday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name graphic)

(post throughout the evening)
- Keep building our Instagram following by sharing and reaching out to

larger organisations and collectives with a similar ethos to us!
- Post ****NAME**** work (Sunday), 3 posts (2 of work and 1 of name

graphic) (post throughout the evening)
- Finalise the finished design for the zine and the feature poster ready for

print (Sunday)
- For each new artist, create and design an artist page for them on the

website!



- Start discussing some ideas for new potential content to go alongside
our promotion of emerging artists. Ready to start by the time our first
printed issue of Fatale is out.

- Buy all of our paper (Friday)





Fee’s and Production Costs

Item Supplier Description Unit Cost Quantiy Total

Paper supply Shepherds Newspaper 55gsm £3.50 15 sheets £52.50

Printing Shepherds

Binding

Website Cargo Website public for 1 year
URL for 1 year

$99 (£71.12) (website public for 
one year)
$14 (£10.06) (URL for 1 year)

£81.72














































